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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A constant impedance low-loss delay line which in 

cludes a coaxial transmission line section comprising an 
inner conductor and an outer conductor, and a radially 
strati?ed propagation medium intermediate the conduc 
tors which is adapted to be slideably positioned over the 
inner conductor. The propagation medium includes a 
plurality of ferrite-ceramic elements spaced apart by 
means of plastic spacers. Each of the ferrite-ceramic ele~ 
ments comprises a ceramic body and a ferrite body con 
centrically disposed with respect to the coaxial line con 
ductors and disposed along a common radial plane. The 
ferrite-ceramic elements and plastic spacers therebetween 
include a radial slot and are aligned to form an integrated 
longitudinal slot along the inner conductor. 

The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government for governmental 
purposes without the payment of any royalty thereon. 

This invention relates to electromagnetic wave trans 
mission lines and more particularly to an improved low— 
loss, controllable parameter, transmission line for use as 
an RF delay line. 
As is well known, it is often desirable to control the 

characteristic impedance and electrical length of RF 
transmission lines. For example, a radio-frequency trans 
mission line with adjustable electrical length is desirable 
for introducing a predetermined delay in the feedlines 
feeding an antenna array. Also, a radio-frequency trans 
mission line with an adjustable characteristic impedance 
may ?nd application in broadband impedance matching of 
antennas and in adjusting the voltage and current am 
plitude in the antenna feed system. 
One low-loss continuously variable delay line is de 

scribed in a co-pending Brueckmann application Ser. No. 
315,093 which issued as Patent No. 3,219,950 on Nov. 23, 
1965. It capitalizes on the fact that the characteristic 
impedance of a transmission line Whose conductors are 
surrounded by air is not changed if the air is replaced 
by a ferrite Whose effective relative permeability ,ue“ 
equals the effective relative dielectric constant or permit: 
tivity em. However, the propagation velocity in the line 
is lowered in proportion to r 

compared to that in air. On the other hand, it is well 
known that the propagation velocity of a radio-frequency 
transmission line whose propagation medium has an 
effective relative permeability ,u'e? and a permittivity 
e'e? is not changed if a portion, or all, of this propagation 
medium is replaced by another propagation medium of 
different effective relative permeability pf’m and a dif~ 
ferent effective relative dielectric constant é’w provided 
the product (,u'effx e’e“) equals the product (M”eff><5"eff). 
However, in this case, the characteristic impedance is 
lowered or raised by such a replacement since it is pro 
portional to the square root of the ratio of the effective 
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relative permeability and the effective relative dielectric 
constant for a given conductor configuration and size. 
One such transmission line is described in a co-pending 
Brueckmann application Ser. No. 402,669, ?led Oct. 8, 
1964 and which issued as Patent No. 3,324,426 on June 6, 
1967. 

In the above noted systems, it was found that high 
effective relative permeabilities pen and permittivity or 
dielectric constants em could be obtained by utilizing 
axially aligned alternate slices of ferrite and ceramic 
of high dielectric constant in place of the ferrite alone. 
Such structures proved difficult to design and fabricate 
inasmuch as it was required that the slices be only a 
friction of the operating Wavelength in thickness. More 
over, the use of such structures was limited inasmuch 
as they usually required that the impedance be varied 
step-wise longitudinally in order to raise the values of 
the effective relative permeabilities he“ and dielectric 
‘constants 68“. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
transmission line wherein the above noted limitations 
are overcome. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a trans 
mission line which is simpler to construct, has low loss, 
and which requires no sliding contacts. 

In brief, there is provided a constant impedance, low 
loW-loss delay line which includes a coaxial transmission 
line section comprising an inner conductor and an outer 
conductor, and a radially strati?ed propagation medium 
intermediate the conductors which is adapted to be slide 
ably positioned over. the inner conductor. The propaga 
tion medium includes a plurality of ferrite-ceramic ele 
ments spaced apart by means of plastic spacers. Each of 
the ferrite-ceramic elements comprises a ceramic body 
and a ferrite body concentrically disposed with respect 
to the coaxial line conductors and disposed along a com 
mon radial plane. The ferrite-ceramic elements and plas 
tic spacers therebetween include a radial slot and are 
aligned to form one integrated longitudinal slot along 
the inner conductor. Included further are a plurality of 
spaced plastic rings, one for each ferrite-ceramic element, 
intermediate the propagation medium and the outer c-o 
axial line conductor and affixed thereto. Depending from 
each of the ceramic rings is a wedge-shaped ferrite slug 
dimensioned so as to complement the slots of the ferrite 
ceramic elements when the propagation medium is axially 
positioned such that the ferrite-ceramic elements are in 
register with the ceramic rings, and to fully complement 
the spacer slots when the propagation medium is axially 
positioned such that the ferrite ceramic elements are out 
of register with the ceramic rings. The delay of an RF 
signal applied to the coaxial transmission line may be 
varied between a minimum delay produced when the fer 
rite slugs are completely removed from the ferrite-ceramic 
elements, and a maximum delay when the ferrite slugs 
fully complement the slots of the ferrite-ceramic elements. 

For a better understanding of the invention, together 
with other and further objects thereof, reference is had 
to the following description taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawing in which: 
FIG. 1 is a sectional view of one element of the delay 

line; 
FIG. 2 is a graph useful in obtaining the parameters 

of the section shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a longitudinal cross section of a delay line 

according to the teachings of the invention; 
FIG. 4 is an exploded view of a section of the wave 

propagation medium comprising the delay line; 
FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate cross sections of the delay 

line of FIG. 3 taken along the lines 5-—5 and represent 
the two extreme axial positions of the delay line; 
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FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating the inven 
tion; and 

FIG. 7 shows a control bar for use in the delay line. 
FIG. 1 represents a cross section of a coaxial transmis 

sion line 10 of unit length which includes a ferrite-ce 
ramic RF wave propagation medium comprising the 
basic element or component of the present invention. A 
discussion of the underlying principles involved in the 
structure embodied in FIG. 1 will greatly enhance the 
understanding of the present invention. In FIG. 1, the 
outer conductor of coaxial line 10 is shown at 12, and 
the inner conductor is shown at 14. concentrically ar 
ranged with respect to the inner and outer conductors of 
coaxial line 10 and coextensive therewith are a ceramic 
medium or body 16 and a ferrite medium or body 18, 
with both the ceramic medium 16 and ferrite medium 18 
‘being concentric and terminating ‘at radial surfaces 20 
and 22, as shown, to provide an axial slot 24. The con 
centrically arranged media 16 and 18 occupy substantially 
all the space between outer conductors 12 and inner con 
ductor 14, except for the slot 24, and the radial surfaces 
bounding slot 24 include the angle ¢ therebetween which 
is hereinafter referred to as the slot width. The concen 
trically arranged media 16 and 18 comprises an RF 
propagation medium and is hereinafter referred to as the 
ferrite-ceramic element. Although the ferrite body 18 is 
shown as "being intermediate ceramic body 16 and outer 
conductor 12, the positions thereof may be reversed with 
the ferrite body 18 placed adjacent inner conductor 14. 
Assuming the dimensions shown in FIG. 1, that is, no 
cylindrical air gaps are present, the effective relative per 
meability can be shown to be 
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iwiwrn'iil 1“? (1) 
where #2 is the relative permeability of the ferrite medium 
and the relative permeability of the ceramic medium 
p1~1. The effective relative dielectric constant, or per 
mittivity, of the line shown in FIG. 1 can be shown to be 

i_ 2” (2) 

where 61 is the permittivity of the ceramic medium 16 
and 62 is the permittivity of the ferrite medium 18. In 
FIG. 2, the ,um and a,“ of Equations 1 and 2 are plotted 
versus the normalized diameter 8/d which ranges from 
unity to D/d=2.3. This value of D/d was selected arbi 
trarily by way of illustration and it yields a characteristic 
impedance of 50 ohms (K0'=60 ln D/d) when the prop 
agation medium consists of air only. The relative perme 
ability ,LL2=40, the permittivity 91:85, and the permittiv 
ity e2=1O. If the position of the ferrite and ceramic ‘bodies 
are interchanged, as mentioned above, with the ferrite 
body 18 placed adjacent inner conductor 14, then p2~1 
and 

lné 

where M is the permeability of the ferrite body 18. The 
em for this position will remain as in Equation 2, but 
with 61 the permittivity of the ferrite ‘body 18 and 62 the 
permittivity of the ceramic body 16. 
As is well known, the characteristic impedance, K, and 

propagation velocity, V, of transmission lines can be 
controlled by using a propagation medium whose effec 
tive relative permeability, he“, and permittivity, em, may 
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be adjusted since these properties are related to K and V 

where K0 is the characteristic impedance with air as the 
propagation medium and 

(4) 

V 1 
c (5) 

where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum. Hence it can 
be seen that K and V are governed ultimately by Equa 
tions 4 and 5. It is evident from the examination of FIG. 
2, or from Equation 1, that peg strongly depends upon 
the slot width, or angle ¢, while am is affected ‘by the 
angle 4» to a much smaller degree. In a ?rst approxima 
tion, ea“ may ‘be regarded as independent of 45. On the 
other hand, ,ueff is not greatly in?uenced by cylindrical 
air gaps, while ee? is severely reduced by even small ra 
dial clearances. Thus, for the radially-stratified ferrite 
ceramic media shown in FIG. 1, pm can be adjusted over 
a wide range by merely modifying the slot with ¢ and, 
on the other hand, em may be adjusted by introducing or 
changing the cylindrical air gaps. It has also been shown 
that am suffers little change with changes in air gaps, as 
long as they are kept reasonably small, and am is little 
affected ‘by small changes in slot width or angle ¢. It is 

. interesting to note that peff=eeff~135 where 5/D=1.3 
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and ¢=10°. Using the Well known fact that the propa 
gation in the line is lowered in proportion to 

compared to air, it can be seen that for the choice of slot 
width of 10°, the propagation velocity of the line shown 
in FIG. 1 will be 1/13 of the propagation velocity of light 
in vacuum. 
With the above principles in mind, reference is made 

now to FIGS. 3-5 wherein there is shown at 30 a con 
stant impedance, low-loss line stretcher or delay line suit 
able for operation at relatively high RF frequencies. The 
transmission line illustrated in FIGS. 3—5 operates on the 
well known principle that the characteristic impedance 
K, of a transmission line whose dielectric is air is un 
affected if the air is replaced entirely or in part by a 
propagation medium whose effective relative permeability 
and dielectric constant are equal while the velocity of 
propagation is reduced in inverse proportion to the square 
root of their product (Equation 5). The line stretcher 
30 includes a coaxial transmission line having an outer 
conductor 32 and an inner conductor 34 concentrically 
supported at its ends within outer conductor 32 by means 
of longitudinally spaced parallel-arranged radial conduc 
tors 36 and 38. Radial conductors 36 and 38 extend 
through and are affixed to insulator plugs 40 and 42 re 
spectively provided therefor. As shown, insulator plugs 
40 and 42 are affixed to counter conductor 32 to form an 
integral part thereof. If desired, input conductor 36 and 
output conductor 38 can also be concentrically positioned 
with inner conductor 34 at the ends thereof. 

Slideably mounted on inner conductor 34 and substan 
tially coextensive therewith is an RF propagation medium 
46 which is shown in detail in FIG. 4. Referring now to 
FIGS. 3 and 4, the propagation medium 46 comprises a 
plurality of axially spaced, radially-Strati?ed ferrite-ce 
ramic elements 48 which are constructed in accordance 
with- the principles described above in connection with 
FIG. 1. As shown, each of the elements 48 comprises a 
ceramic body or medium 50 and a ferrite body of medium 
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52 concentrically arranged about inner conductor 34, and 
an axial slot 54 bounded by radial surfaces 56 and 58 as 
shown in FIG. 5B. The ferrite body 52 may be made of 
any of the well known commercial ferrite materials 
adapted for use at radio-frequencies such as those known 
as Q1 or Q2 or Q3. Also, the ceramic body 50 may com 
prise any suitable material such as titanium dioxide 
(TiO2) which has a high dielectric constant and low loss, 
and with a permeability a~1. Ferrite body 52 is a?ixed 
to ceramic body 50 and the axial thickness, t, of each of 
the elements 48 is made about 1/32 of the wavelength in the 
ferrite-ceramic elements 48 at the highest operating fre 
quency. The axial slots 54 of the spaced ferrite-ceramic 
elements 48 are of same slot width, or angle ¢', and are 
axially aligned along the inner conductor 34. The ferrite 
ceramic elements 48 are axially spaced from each other 
by the axial dimension t, and the spacing between elements 
48 is maintained by means of plastic spacers 60 cemented 
to the elements 48. Such plastic spacers may be made of 
a material such as Te?on, or foam polystyrene, having 
values of permeability and dielectric constant very close to 

~ that of air, that is #:ezl. As shown, each of the plastic 
spacers 60 is provided with an axial slot 54' having the 
same dimensions as axial slot 54 of the elements 48, and 
all the slots are aligned to form a continuous longitudinal 
slot 61 along the inner conductor 34. The continuous 
longitudinal slot 61 is aligned with the radial conductors 
36 and 38 which are made narrower in width than the 
longitudinal slot 61. The high frequency RF input signals 
to be delayed may be applied to the coaxial section 
through radially or axially disposed conductor 36 and 
the delayed output signal may be derived from radially or 
axially disposed conductor 38. The radial dimensions of 
the ferrite-ceramic elements 48 is readily determined 
once the slot width dimension ¢’ is chosen as explained 
above in connection with FIGS. 1 and 2. The central bore 
62 of propagation medium 46 comprising the identically 
constructed ferrite-ceramic elements 48 and identically 
constructed spacers 60 is made to ?t as tightly as possible 
around inner conductor 34 and yet permit the propagating 
medium 46 to be slideably positioned axially along the 
inner conductor 34 for the distance r. Of course, any suit 
able mechanism well known in the art may be utilized to 
limit the longitudinal movement of propagation medium 
46 to the distance 1‘. 

A?ixed to the inner periphery of outer conductor 32 are 
a plurality of axially spaced ceramic rings 64 each having 
the axial dimension t, and spaced from one another by 
the same axial dimension, 2‘. As explained above, the axial 
dimension, t, is preferably chosen to be about 1/12 of the 
wavelength at the highest operating frequency and is 
identical to that of the ferrite-ceramic elements 48. As > 
shown, the ceramic rings 64 are substantially coextensive 
with inner conductor 34 and a respective ceramic ring 64 is 
provided for each of the ferrite-ceramic elements 48 com 
prising propagation medium 46. Depending from the inner 
periphery of each ceramic ring 64 is a wedge-shaped fer 
rite slug 66 so dimensioned that it is adapted to fully 
complement the axial slot 54 when a respective ceramic 
ring 64 is axially aligned with its corresponding ferrite 
ceramic element 48. Like the respective axial slots 54 and 
54’ of the ferrite-ceramic elements 48 and spacers 60 com 
prising propagation medium 46, the wedge-shaped ferrite 
slugs 66 are longitudinally aligned so as to be in register 
with the integrated longitudinal slot 61 of the propaga 
tion medium 46 along the inner conductor 34. The ceramic 
rings 64 are positioned such that when the propagation 
medium 46 is in one extreme position, respective ferrite 
ceramic elements 48 of propagation medium 46 are in 
register with associated ceramic rings 64 and when prop 
agation medium 46 is in the other extreme position, the 
plastic spacers 60 of propagation medium 46 are in register 
with the ceramic rings 64. It can be seen that when the 
respective ceramic rings 64 are in register with associated 
ferrite-ceramic elements 48, the respective ferrite slugs 
66 fully complement the axial slots 54 of their associated 
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6 
ferrite-ecramic elements 48 and at the same time the re~ 
spective ceramic rings 64 completely surround their asso 
ciated ferrite-ceramic element. With such an arrangement, 
the cylindrical air gaps between the ferrite-ceramic ele 
ments 48 and outer conductor 12 of coaxial line 10 are 
diminished and the slots 54 do not exist. This is shown in 
FIG. 5A. On the other hand, when the respective ceramic 
rings 64 are in register with the associated plastic spacers 
60 of propagation medium 46, the respective ferrite slugs 
66 complement the axial slots 54' of their associated 
plastic spacers. In this position, a maximum cylindrical air 
gap exists between each ferrite-ceramic element 48 and 
outer conductor 12 together with the axial slots 54. This 
is shown in FIG. 5B. It is to be understood of course, that 
there is just enough tolerance or clearance between the 
inner periphery of the ceramic rings 64 and the outer pe 
riphery of propagation medium 46 to permit relative axial 
movement therebetween. 

In operation, when the ceramic rings 64 are in register 
with the ferrite-ceramic elements 48 the diameter 6 of ce 
ramic body 50 may be chosen so that ne?=eeff is obtained. 
These will be high in value. When the ceramic rings 64 
and the ferrite-ceramic elements are disengaged by an 
axial displacement, both a cylindrical air gap and the slot 
¢' now exist. The slot width <15’ may be chosen so that 
am is quite low. When ¢' is thus chosen the outer diam 
eter D’ (FIG. 5B) of the ferrite body 52 for ,u.=e is auto 
matically speci?ed. This assures that K=Ko for each cross 
section of the transmission line. As a numerical example, 
a line stretcher or delay line has been designed whose 
nef£=ee?~l9 when the ferrite-ceramic elements 48 of 
propagation medium 46 and the ceramic rings 64 are en 
gaged in or register, and when not engaged, 

FIG. 6 shows schematically how the line stretcher func 
tions. In region 1a the medium has low effective relative 
values um=e1a by virtue of the slot and air gaps. In region 
1b the medium has high e?ective values /u1b=e1b because 
of the diminished or negligible slot and negligible cylindri 
cal air gap. Finally, in region 2 the effective relative values 
are nearly unity by proper design. 
The effective relative values of this stacked arrange 

ment are, therefore, 

In one embodiment the application of Equation 5 showed 
that 

M: es=3.7+6.3% 

This resulted in a constant impedance line stretcher whose 
electrical length or delay can be varied over a 2.7 to 1 
range with a maximum electrical length of about 10 
times its physical length. It is interesting to note that in 
asmuch as this range of adjustment is accomplished by 
sliding the inner medium through the small distance t, 
the axial thickness of a single ferrite-ceramic element, 
the delay line in accordance with the present invention 
will be much shorter than other delay lines such as that 
shown in co-pending Brueckmann application Ser. No. 
315,093. A traverse control, such as a screw thread mech~ 
anism with a calibrated dial may be utilized in a conven 
tional manner to adjust the delay. 
Although the slot width of the propagation medium 46 

is shown to be angular, that is, bounded by radially 
disposed surfaces, it need not be so limited. A slot of 
uniform width, for example, may be utilized and the 
relationship of values of am and em to the slot width can 
be established empirically or theoretically. 
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In FIG. 3, the ,ueff and 63 are controlled by axially 
shifting the propagation medium 46 while the ceramic 
rings are ?xed in position. This same result can be 
achieved by making the slugs 66 of ceramic ring 64 
axially shiftable and maintain in ?xed position both the 
ceramic rings 64 and the propagation medium 46. This 
can be achieved by utilizing a control bar 70 as Shown in 
FIG. 7. The control bar 70 is wedge-shaped in cross 
section and is dimensioned to fully complement longi 
tudinal slot 61 both in length and depth and to completely 
occupy the space between the ceramic rings 64 and 
propagation medium 46. As shown, control bar 70 is 
comprised of alternate slices of a ferrite body 72 and a 
plastic body 74 each having the axial dimension t. The 
ferrite body 72 and plastic body 74 are of the same 
material, respectively, as that of the ferrite in ferrite 
ceramic element 48 and the plastic spacers 60. Any 
suitable means may be utilized to axially shift control 
bar 70 through the axial distance 2‘. The resulting line has 
controllable impedance and controllable electrical length 
as hereinabove described. 
While the delay line of FIGS. 3-5 shows the propaga 

tion medium 46 to comprise ferrite-ceramic elements as 
.shown in FIG. 1, it is to be understood of course, that 
the ferrite body 52 and ceramic body 50 may be inter 
changed in the ferrite-ceramic elements 48 without effec 
tively changing the operation of the line 30. In this con 
nection, the dimension D’ (FIG. 5B) may be derived in 
accordance with the following equation: 

where 61b is that shown in FIG. 6. As hereinabove noted, 
D’ is the same as the inside diameter of ceramic rings 64 
except for a small negligible clearance. 

While there has been described what is at present 
considered to be the preferred embodiment of this in 
vention, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that 
various changes and modi?cations may be made therein 
without departing from the invention, and it is therefore 
aimed in the appended claims to cover all such changes 
and modi?cations as fall within the true spirit and scope 
of the invention. For example, the basic principle of 
radial stratification may be applied as Well to two wire 
lines, strip lines, tapered lines, etc. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A variable low-loss delay line comprising a coaxial 

transmission line having an outer conductor and an inner 
conductor, an RF propagation medium concentric With 
said conductors and comprising a plurality of axially 
spaced radially strati?ed ferrite-ceramic elements, each 
of said elements including a slot bounded by radial 
surfaces, said slots being axially aligned, said propagation 
medium being adapted to be axially positioned along 
said inner conductor, and means intermediate said outer 
conductor and said propagation medium operatively 
associated with said propagation medium whereby when 
said propagation medium is at one extreme axial position, 
a cylindrical air gap exists between each of said ferrite 
ceramic elements and said outer conductor, and respective 
ferrite-ceramic element slot gaps exist between said con 
ductors, and when said propagation medium is in the 
opposite extreme axial position, each of the radially 
strati?ed ferrite-ceramic elements extend as a solid body 
from said inner conductor to said outer conductor. 

2. The low-loss delay line in accordance with claim 1, 
wherein the ferrite body of each of said elements re 
spectively encompasses and abuts associated ceramic 
bodies. 

ll) 
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3. The low-loss delay line in accordance with claim 1 

wherein the ceramic body of each of said elements 
respectively encompasses and abuts associated ferrite 
bodies. 

4. A variable low-loss delay line comprising a coaxial 
transmission line having an outer conductor and an inner 
conductor, an RF propagation medium concentric with 
said conductors and comprising a plurality of spaced 
ferrite-ceramic elements, each of said elements compris 
ing a ceramic body and a ferrite body concentrically 
arranged with said conductors along a common radial 
plane to effect a radially strati?ed structure between said 
conductors, said ferrite body encompassing and abutting 
said ceramic body, said ferrite-ceramic elements each 
including a slot bounded by radial surfaces extending 
from said inner conductor, said slots being longitudinally 
aligned, and a plurality of longitudinally spaced ferrite 
slugs extending from said outer conductor towards said 
inner conductor and dimensioned so as to fully comple 
ment said slots when in register therewith, said propaga 
tion medium being adapted to move axially along said 
inner conductor such that respective slots are in register 
with associated ferrite slugs when said propagation 
medium is in one extreme axial position, and respective 
slots are out of register with said ferrite slugs when said 
medium is in an opposite extreme axial position. 

5. The delay line in accordance with claim 4 wherein 
said ferrite-ceramic elements are separated by plastic 
spacers having a permeability and a dielectric constant 
substantially equal to unity. 

6. A variable low-loss delay line comprising a coaxial 
transmission line having an outer conductor and an inner 
conductor, an RF propagation medium concentric with 
said conductors and comprising a plurality of radially 
strati?ed ferrite-ceramic elements axially separated by 
plastic spacers, each of said ferrite-ceramic elements com 
prising a ceramic body proximal said inner conductor, 
and a ferrite body affixed to said ceramic body, said 
propagation medium being adapted to be axially posi 
tioned along said inner conductor, each of said ferrite 
ceramic elements and said spacers having axially aligned 
slots bounded by radial surfaces extending from said inner 
conductor to form an integrated longitudinal slot along 
said inner conductor, a plurality of spaced ceramic rings, 
one for each of said ferrite-ceramic elements, af?xed to 
the inner periphery of said outer conductor, respective 
ferrite slugs depending from respective ceramic rings and 
longitudinally aligned with said longitudinal slot, said 
rings and said slugs being so dimensioned such that when 
said ferrite-ceramic elements and said ceramic rings are 
in register, respective slugs complement associated slots 
of said ferrite-ceramic elements and respective ceramic 
rings encompass associated ferrite-ceramic elements to 
form a solid body between said conductors, and when 
said ceramic rings and said ferrite-ceramic elements are 
out of register, a cylindrical air gap exists between each 
of said ferrite-ceramic elements and said outer conductor 
and respective ferrite-ceramic element slot gaps exist 
between said conductors. 

7. The low-loss line in accordance with claim 6 wherein 
said ferrite-ceramic elements have an axial dimension, t, 
the spacing between said ferrite-ceramic elements being 
said dimension t, and the axial dimension of said rings is 
said dimension 1‘. 

8. A variable low-loss delay line comprising a coaxial 
transmission line having an outer conductor and an inner 
conductor, an RF propagation medium concentric with 
said conductor and comprising a plurality of axially spaced 
ferrite-ceramic elements, each of siad elements com 
prising a ceramic body encompassed by a ferrite body 
concentrically arranged with said conductors along a 
common radial plane to effect a radially strati?ed structure 
between said conductors, said ferrite-ceramic elements 
each including a slot bounded by radial surfaces extend 
ing from said inner conductor, said slots being longi 
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tudinally aligned, a plurality of longitudinally spaced 
ceramic rings, one for each of said ferrite-ceramic ele 
ments, a?‘ixed to said outer conductor with said coaxial 
line, respective rings being in register with respective 
ferrite-ceramic‘ elements, and an axially moveabyle bar 
dimensioned to fully complement said longitudinally 
aligned slot and disposed intermediate said longitudinal 
slot and said ceramic rings, said bar comprising spaced 
sections of ferrite separated by plastic spacers, the elfec 
tive relative permeability and the permittivity of said 
propagation medium being determined by the axial 
distance the bar ferrite sections are within each of said 
ferrite-ceramic slots. 
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